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1. A Beautiful Theodore Haviland Limoges Tray
Measuring 13 x 18” and embellished with an overall design of sweet
violets, this antique porcelain tray from France will be a graceful
addition to your home.
Thanks to Friend of LMMM
Value: $125		

Opening bid: $45 / Additional bids: $10

2. Treat Yourself to a Smashing New Look
Look gorgeous with beautiful styling, fantastic color, highlights
and smoothing treatments. This pamper package includes a
complimentary color and cut, and your choice of treatment services,
all provided by George Papadopoulos.
Thanks to Salon Kiklo, New Canaan, CT
Value: $450		

Opening bid: $150 / Additional bids: $20

3. An Exclusive 16 x 20” Renaissance Portrait
Be photographed at world-renowned Bradford Portrait Studio
in New York and receive a 16 x 20” Museum quality portrait of
a family or individual. (Sorry, no pets.) 36 portrait session dates
available. (Expires 1/19/2021. See Gift Certificate for instruction
and conditions.)
Thanks to Bradford Renaissance Portraits Corp.
Value: $5000		

Opening bid: $300 / Additional bids: $20

4. An Exclusive 11 x 14” Renaissance Portrait
Be photographed at world-renowned Bradford Portrait Studio in
New York and receive an 11 x 14” Museum quality portrait of
a family or individual. (Sorry, no pets.) 36 portrait session dates
available. (Expires 1/19/2021. See Gift Certificate for instructions
and conditions.)
Thanks to Bradford Renaissance Portraits Corp.
Value: $3000		

Opening bid: $200 / Additional bids: $20
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5. Carol Brewer - One Hour Design Consultation
Carol Brewer Interiors, LLC provides design services for both
residential and executive spaces small and large. By the day or by
the project. This One Hour Design Consultation can be the beginning
of a new look for your home or office! (Consultation may be at the
bearer’s home or office within 25 miles of Stamford or in Manhattan.)
Thanks to Carol Brewer Interiors, LLC
Value: $250		

Opening bid: $80 / Additional bids: $20

6. The Y is for Everyone
Bringing people together, the Y nurtures the potential in all of us.
With your 6 month membership to the Wilton YMCA, you’ll be
able to take advantage of their full range of services. Also included
are 5 personal training sessions and a Swedish massage. (No
exchanges or substitutions.)
Thanks to Riverbrook Regional YMCA
Value: $650		

Opening bid: $200 / Additional bids: $50

7. ‘Manolo’s New Shoes’
For four decades, Manolo Blahnik has inspired us with shoes that
radiate originality, style and exhuberance. Expressing Blahnik’s
current inspirations and passions, this book will delight you
with more than 130 witty, seductive drawings accompanied by
contributions from some of the most prominent names in fashion.
Thanks to Ana Naulaguari
Value: $50		

Opening bid: $25 / Additional bids: $10

8. VIP Private Tour for Five - See Parts of the LMMM
Not Open to the Public!
Share this marvelous building with four of your friends for a regular
tour of the Mansion PLUS a tour of the basement and the second
floor! Your tour can be scheduled at any time during the season,
subject to availability. Three tours are available; we invite you to
purchase, one, two or all three!
Thanks to the Lockwood-Mathews Mansion Museum
Value: $150		

9. Let’s Decoupage!
Learn the 17th century French art of decorating an object with glue,
decorative papers, special paint effects, gold leaf and other elements.
Two instructional books, two packages of exquisite papers and a jar
of glue are included in this gift.
Thanks to Anna DiCicco
Value: $90		

Opening bid: $30 / Additional bids: $10

10. Two Silk Scarves
One 34 x 34” seagull adorned scarf in shades of blue and yellow.
One 30 x 30” geometric patterned scarf in shades of purples, deep
pinks and silver. Both beautiful.
Thanks to Friend of the LMMM
Value: $85		

Opening bid: $30 / Additional bids: $10

11. Pearled Large Open Face Bowl by Mariposa
A luxurious border surrounds a simple, elegant and functional
serving bowl. Made from Recycled Sandcast aluminum and one of
Mariposa’s most popular serving pieces.
Thanks to Ana Naulaguari
Value: $275		
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Opening bid: $50 / Additional bids: $10

Opening bid: $90 / Additional bids: $20
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12. A Ruby-throated Hummingbird for You
A flash of green and red, the Ruby-throated Hummingbird is eastern
North America’s sole breeding hummingbird. Enjoy the pleasure
of this jewel-colored creature in your home all year long with an
original gouache painting; beautifully framed and matted.
Thanks to Artist’s Market, Inc.
Value: $1150		

Opening bid: $300 / Additional bids: $20

13. Wear the Stone of Universal Love
Rose quartz is the stone of universal love, symbolizing trust and
harmony in relationships. Imagine how wonderful you’ll feel
wearing this large round rose quartz pendant gracefully hanging
from a substantial sterling silver chain.
Thanks to Campus Jewelers, Wilton, CT
Value: $400		

Opening bid: $140 / Additional bids: $20

The newest addition to the compound, “The Spa” with its Asian flair
was built for serenity and solitude. The “Spa” includes a luxurious
bathroom with 6-person sauna, oversized soaking tub, large shower
and plenty of room. The fireplace main room is a perfect place to
take a nap or pull down the Murphy bed (queen) for a quiet night
sleep away from the crowd.
Thanks to Bonnie Brescia and Jeanette Poillon
Value: $7000		

Opening bid: $3000 / Additional bids: $100

15. Punch it Up!
Make any libation more fun to drink when you present it in this
beautiful vintage pressed glass punch bowl. Mint condition. Twelve
cups included.
Thanks to Linda Gates
Value: $125		

Opening bid: $40 / Additional bids: $10

14. A Perfect Summer Vacation Retreat In Coastal Maine
Enjoy a week on a 1,300-acre lake: swimming, boating, kayaking,
fishing, paddle-boarding. This 3 building mini-compound sits on
the water’s edge and sleeps 8 guests. The camp is 6 miles from
Lincolnville Beach or the village of Camden where shopping and
restaurants are plenty. The camps include: gas grill, two kayaks, two
SUPs, large dock, swimming rock, picnic table, and plenty of
Adirondack chairs.

16. Lovely in Lapis
Lapis Lazuli stones are interspersed along a gold filled 27” long
chain. This handmade necklace is finished with an oval Lapis stone
attached to its toggle clasp so it can be worn in front or in back,
perfectly accenting any outfit.
Thanks to Linda Gates

The “Bed” has a large Master Bedroom (King) with loft, guestroom
(two twins) and the best view from the sleeping porch daybed. The
“ Bed” also includes a shared bath and full laundry.

17. Pretty in Pearls
Each pierced earring sports a single dangling pear-shaped pearl and
complements the pearl and gold tone necklace that completes the set.
Thanks to Rose Carroll

The views from the “Breakfast” kitchen and great room feel like
you’re living on the water with a dining area, large kitchen island
and lots of games and puzzles – and a TV, if you must. Mudroom,
bathroom, and sleeping loft round out this building.
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Value: $127		

Value: $60		

Opening bid: $50 / Additional bids: $10

Opening bid: $20 / Additional bids: $10
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18. For a Special Aunt
Aunts hold a special place in all our lives. They help guide us
through love and compassion. They make us laugh. Let that special
someone know how important she is to you with this silver Aunt
Charm Bangle from Wind & Fire.
Thanks to Rose Carroll
Value: $30		

Opening bid: $15 / Additional bids: $10

19. A Chic Bracelet and Earring Set
Add some fun sparkle to your ensemble with this beaded bracelet
and jingle, jangly matching earrings. Blue, white and silver.
Thanks to Rose Carroll
Value: $45		

Opening bid: $20 / Additional bids: $10

20. Laquered Bamboo Platter
Four months in the making, bamboo is soaked, dried and peeled to
reveal the prime middle layer which is then shaped, painted, stone
powdered, resined and painted again. Handcrafted in Vietnam. Large
and glossy; a beautiful addition to your decor.
Thanks to Rose Carroll
Value: $60		

Opening bid: $20 / Additional bids: $10

21. This Designer Necklace Can be Yours!
Chunks of hematite and silver adorn this beautifully crafted necklace
by designer Miriam Seiden for Mira Bella. This one will go fast.
Make your move to own this piece today.
Thanks to Sallie and Rob Marsico
Value: $200		

Opening bid: $75 / Additional bids: $10

22. ‘White Meadow Dance’ Pendant Necklace
Bead weaving and bead embroidery techniques and a bezeled
cabachon are combined to create a pretty pendant necklace. A Betty
Stephan Beadwork Design hand crafted by Cece Hull.
Thanks to Sallie and Rob Marsico
Value: $80		

23. ‘Bravado’ by Margaret Harris
Ospreys are the picture of concentration, diving for prey with feet
outstretched and yellow eyes sighting straight along their talons.
Award-winning photographer Margaret Harris has captured the
intensity of this magnificent bird in a signed and professionally
framed photo. 25-1/2” W x 17-1/2” H.
Thanks to Sallie and Rob Marsico
Value: $400		

Opening bid: $250 / Additional bids: $20

24. ‘Invitation to the Dance’ by Margaret Harris
This vibrant photo was taken in Kenya by award-winning
photographer Margaret Harris. Artist signed and professionally
framed. 12”W x 18”H.
Thanks to Sallie and Rob Marsico
Value: $200		

Opening bid: $75 / Additional bids: $10

25. 7 Swans A-Swimming
Byer’s Choice Caroler figurines have been an American holiday
tradition for over 40 years. Standing 13” tall and with a masterfully
sculpted, beautifully expressive clay face. Highly collectible
Figurine #737 from the 12 days of Christmas Collection.
Thanks to Friend of the LMMM
Value: $78		
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Opening bid: $30 / Additional bids: $10

Opening bid: $30 / Additional bids: $10
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26. Decorate Your Table With Runners and Jewelry
Let these two color-coordinated table runners add a touch of grace
to your tabletops. (17-1/2” x 38” and 18” x 60”) Cotton fabric from
Decorators Walk and Waverly in neutral tones. Covered buttons and
removable tassels at each end. Wear the Victorian stick pin or use it
creatively...perhaps to secure a bow around a vase of flowers.
Thanks to Friend of the LMMM
Value: $150		

Opening bid: $50 / Additional bids: $10

27. Get Creative with Art Supplies and Framing
Find your inner artist with a tin of 120 high quality colored pencils,
an 11x14” sketch pad and a Plein Air gold frame. Also included are a
$50 Coupon for additional art supplies + a $250 Coupon for custom
framing. (Coupons valid in-store and expire 9/1/2021.)
Thanks to Jerry’s Artarama of Norwalk
Value: $495		

Opening bid: $200 / Additional bids: $20

28. Peace Joy Merry Noel Cheer
The Gift Tags in this package say it all. Get set for the Christmas holidays
with 3 rolls of wrapping paper, 3 packages of gift tags and enclosure
cards, 2 packages of cocktail napkins and a pair of holiday socks.
Thanks to Hunter & Michael Arton
Value: $75		

Opening bid: $25 / Additional bids: $10

29. A TOASTY Gift
A super cute pom pom knitted beanie hat and mittens from Cupcakes
& Cartwheels to keep a special little someone (ages 5-7) TOASTY
in winter -- plus — TOASTING forks and S’mores fixings for a
delicious treat!
Thanks to Hunter & Michael Arton
Value: $45		

Opening bid: $20 / Additional bids: $10
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30. Highlights of Norwalk - Blue & Cream
Cuddle up with a triple woven cotton throw highlighting local
places of interest, including the Maritime Aquarium, Norwalk City
Hall, the Sheffield Island Lighthouse and the Lockwood-Mathews
Mansion Museum!
Thanks to Kiwanis Club of Norwalk
Value: $50

Opening bid: $20 / Additional bids: $10

31. Highlights of Norwalk - Burgundy & Cream
Cuddle up with a triple woven cotton throw highlighting local
places of interest, including the Maritime Aquarium, Norwalk City
Hall, the Sheffield Island Lighthouse and the Lockwood-Mathews
Mansion Museum!
Thanks to Kiwanis Club of Norwalk
Value: $50

Opening bid: $20 / Additional bids: $10

32. Gin and Whisky
Crown Royal Canadian Whisky (750 ml.), Tanqueray London Dry
Gin (1 liter), Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic Water and a collection of
bar tools let you mix with the best.
Thanks to Mickey Koleszar
Value: $80

Opening bid: $40 / Additional bids: $10

33. Elephants and Turtles
You’ll delight in this gift basket filled with wonderful treasures in
restful shades of lilac, leaf green and gray — Carter’s baby and
snuggle blankets with an elephant motif, nourishing Baby Bum
skin products, a picture book and accompanying plush toy — all
presented in the largest, softest chenille basket you’ve ever seen!
Thanks to Mickey Koleszar
Value: $125		

Opening bid: $50 / Additional bids: $10
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34. Cheers!
4 bottles of red wine and 2 tote bags!
2015 Manga del Bruno - Calatayud, Spain
2017 Dragone Selezione Rosso - Calabria, Italy
2018 ‘H.J. Fabre’ Reserva Cabernet Franc - Mendoza, Argentina
2018 Grande Fleur De Lyeth - Reserve Anniversary Edition Oakville, CA
Thanks to Friend of the LMMM
Value: $90		

Opening bid: $45 / Additional bids: $10

35. Bialetti Hot Chocolate Maker Gift Pack
Watch as your shaved chocolate, cocoa or powder mixture is heated,
blended and frothed into delectable hot chocolate perfection!
Ghirardelli Premium Hot Cocoa Mix, Hammond’s Vanilla Bean
Marshmallows and two white mugs included. (You can also heat and
froth milk for lattes and cappuccinos...and a “Cool Mixing’ function
allows you to prepare refreshing iced coffees and chai teas.) How
can you pass this up?
Thanks to Friend of the LMMM
Value: $175

Opening bid: $75 / Additional bids: $10

36. Bronx Bombers Box
Celebrate the NEW YORK YANKEES with the MANY ITEMS in
this gift box...playing cards, a mug, night light, can cooler, team
ornament, luggage tag, hat, jacket (2XL), 2004 UD Rivals - Red Sox
vs. Yankees Commemorative Box Set and the ‘Yankees Century 60 Years of New York Yankees Baseball’ book.
Thanks to Mickey Koleszar
Value: $150		

Opening bid: $50 / Additional bids: $10
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37. “Anchors Aweigh” in Navy and White - A Pair of Pillows
White embroidered anchors float on a background of navy blue in this
pair of custom-made throw pillows. Contrasting white welting adds
a finishing touch. Zippered with removable inserts. 17-1/2” square.
Thanks to Dujardin Design Associates, Inc.
Value: $400		

Opening bid: $150 / Additional bids: $20

38. “Anchors Aweigh” in White and Navy - A Pair of Pillows
Navy blue embroidered anchors float on a background of white in this
pair of custom-made pillows. Contrasting navy blue welting adds a
finishing touch. Zippered with removable inserts.18’ square.
Thanks to Dujardin Design Associates, Inc.
Value: $400		

Opening bid: $150 / Additional bids: $20

39. “Anchors Away” in White and Navy - One Pillow
Navy blue embroidered anchors float on a background of white in
this custom-made throw pillow. Navy blue welting adds a finishing
touch. Zippered with removable insert. 15” square.
Thanks to Dujardin Design Associates, Inc.
Value: $150		

Opening bid: $50 / Additional bids: $10

40. A to Z - A Pair of Lumbar Pillows
Take home the alphabet in script. Capital letters embroidered in
white on a neutral taupe linen fabric grace this pair of custom-made
lumbar pillows. Contrasting white welting adds a finishing touch.
Zippered with removable inserts. 9 x 15-1/2”.
Thanks to Dujardin Design Associates, Inc.
Value: $250		

Opening bid: $90 / Additional bids: $10
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41. A to Z - One Pillow
Take home the alphabet in script. Capital letters embroidered in
white on a neutral taupe linen fabric grace this custom-made pillow.
Contrasting white welting adds a finishing touch. Zippered with
removable insert. 21” square.
Thanks to the Dujardin Design Associates, Inc.
Value: $200

Opening bid: $75 / Additional bids: $10

42. Romance of the Sea - A Pair of Pillows
Branches of exotic light blue coral stretch across a creamy background
to bring the calming air of the ocean to your home. Self welting adds
a finishing touch. A stunning pair of custom-made pillows. Silky
jacquard fabric. Zippered with removable inserts. 20” square.
Thanks to Dujardin Design Associates, Inc.
Value: $400

Opening bid: $150 / Additional bids: $20

43. Golden Eggs
Store your treasures in these two vintage hand enamel and solid brass
egg-shaped trinket boxes. Shades of peach, green and aqua. Measure
7-1/2 and 4-1/2 inches high on their tripod brass stands. Made in India.
Thanks to Friend of the LMMM
Value: $75

Opening bid: $25 / Additional bids: $10

44. “Ebbing Tide/Sherwood Island”
The beauty of Connecticut’s oldest state park is captured in this black and
white pigment print photograph on archival, 100% cotton fiber paper.
Thanks to Laure Dunne Photography
Value: $400

Opening bid: $150 / Additional bids: $20

45. Ten Twenty Post - Saturday or Sunday Brunch
$100 Gift Certificate
Enjoy a delicious meal at this casual and contemporary oyster bar
in Darien where classic New England comfort food and European
favorites are served. Use the certificate any time between the hours
of 11:30am and 3:00pm Saturday and Sunday. This certificate
includes all wine, drinks and food up to $100. (For one-time use.
Gratuity not included.)
Thanks to Ten Twenty Post, Darien, CT
Value: $100

46. Pasta to Pignoli
Enjoy this bountiful gathering of shelf-stable items and seasonal
specialties from one of our favorite Norwalk Italian food companies!
Thanks to Gus Sclafani Corporatation
Value: $100

Opening bid: $50 / Additional bids: $10

47. Uncle Joe’s Restaurant & Pizza - $50 Gift Card
$50 to spend at this casual, upbeat establishment. Great for Greek
staples, pizza, pasta, hot subs, and other Italian favorites.
Thanks to Uncle Joe’s Restaurant & Pizza
Value: $50

Opening bid: $25 / Additional bids: $10

48. One Twenty Three Restaurant + Bar - Dinner for Two
Dine inside or on the covered patio of this casual-chic restaurant just
down the road in South Salem, NY. Choose from a varied selection
of Italian and American fare including pasta, steaks and seafood.
(Please call for a reservation. Cocktails and wine not included.)
Thanks to One Twenty Three Restaurant + Bar, South Salem, NY
Value: $100
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Opening bid: $50 / Additionak bids: $10

Opening bid: $50 / Additional bids: $10
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50. Beads! Beads! Beads!
This strand of luminous aquamarine beads with its sterling silver
clasp will complement any outfit.
Thanks to Campus Jewelers, Wilton, CT
Value: $340

Opening bid: $120 / Additional bids: $20

51. Lenox Serenade Vase and Bowl Set
Birds and blossoms grace this lovely set in pinks and soft greens on
an ivory background.
Thanks to Cecile Roth
Value: $120

Opening bid: $40 / Additional bids: $10

52. Black and White + Gift Card
This gift basket contains two 11 x 14” custom-made wooden frames,
a lovely tea set for two, a sparkly crystal votive and a $25 Tag Sale
Warehouse Gift Card.
Thanks to Art To Frames
Value: $115

Opening bid: $40 / Additional bids: $10

53. Our Garden is Your Garden
With magnificent, charming gardens, walking trails and varied
wildlife habitats, the Bartlett is a treasured natural preserve. This
package includes a One Year Family Membership, two water
bottles, a coloring book featuring some of the Bartlett’s outstanding
specimens and a reusable shopping tote. (Membership certificate
must be redeemed by October 17, 2021.)
Thanks to Bartlett Arboretum & Gardens, Stamford, CT
Value: $128

Opening bid: $50 / Additional bids: $10

54. A Basket of Sweet Treats
Indulge in this basket filled with custom-selected seasonal gourmet
chocolates, candy and other treats. Enticing and guaranteed to
be delicious!
Thanks to Sweet Pierre’s Boutique du Chocolate, Wilton, CT
Value: $50

55. A Basket of Wine + Gift Certificate
Take a virtual trip around the world as you enjoy 6 bottles of red
wine from various countries. Continue your “journey” with the
included $50 Gift Certificate.
Thanks to Stew Leonard’s Wines & Spirits of Norwalk
Value: $200

Opening bid: $100 / Additional bids: $10

56. Time for Cocktails
Light up your toasts and add joy to the moment with the unmistakable
vibrant color of Aperol Aperitivo Liqueur. Serve your cocktails in
style with a bespoke tray and ice bucket from Pigeon & Poodle, a
company known for its thoughtful design and top-notch craftsmanship.
Napkins, Prosecco and a cocktail recipe are also included.
Thanks to Dujardin Design Associates, Inc.
Value: $380

Opening bid: $150 / Additional bids: $20

57. El Segundo - $75 Gift Certificate
Global street food comes together under one roof to create an edgy
and active cityscape. A sister eatery to The Spread, you’ll surely
enjoy this restaurant’s mash-up of cross cultural cuisine and quirky
ornamentation.
Thanks to El Segundo, Norwalk, CT
Value: $75
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Opening bid: $25 / Additional bids: $10

Opening bid: $40 / Additional bids: $10
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58. The Spread - $100 Gift Card
You’ll find inventive dishes made from fresh, locally sourced
ingredients at this award-winning SoNo destination. Perfect for
celebrations big and small.
Thanks to The Spread, Norwalk, CT
Value: $100

Opening bid: $50 / Additional bids: $10

59. Bespoke Pillow - Tiger Pattern
Wow! Pewter colored sequins and tiny beads hand-sewn in a tiger
skin pattern embellish this stunning luxury designer pillow. Linen
with a down insert. 19” square.
Thanks to Vandamm Interiors
Value: $400

Opening bid: $150 / Additional bids: $20

60. Bespoke Pillow - Starburst Pattern
Wow! Delicate embroidered chains of silver radiate in a starburst
pattern from the center of this stunning luxury designer pillow.
Linen with a down insert. 20” square.
Thanks to Vandamm Interiors
Value: $275

Opening bid: $100 / Additional bids: $20

61. St. James’ Club & Villas, Antigua
Experience a private 100-acre peninsula on Antigua’s southeastern
coast where clear turquoise waters surround your own private
oasis. Two magnificent whitesand beaches, six pools, four distinct
restaurants, non-motorized water sports, tennis & fitness center,
supervised kids activities, spa and nightly entertainment. St. James’s
Club will leave you with amazing island memories to last a lifetime.
Thanks to Elite Island
Value: $3000

Opening bid: $500 / Additional bids: $100

62. Palm Island Resort & Spa in the Grenadines
An exclusive, 135-acre private island hideaway, situated near the
southern tip of St.Vincent and the Grenadines, offers 5 dazzling
white-sand beaches, sumptuous dining, non-motorized water
sports, nature trails, tennis, fitness center, free-form swimming pool
with waterfall, and spa. This award-winning, world-class resort is
set in pure paradise where tranquility reigns and an unforgettable
experience of a lifetime is inevitable.
Thanks to Elite Island
Value: $3000

63. A Beautiful Pedestal
A beautiful stone and iron pedestal for plants. Will add elegance to
any room!
Thanks to Rose Carroll
Value: $95

Opening bid: $30 / Additional bids: $10

64. Highlights of Norwalk - Green & Cream
Cuddle up with a triple woven cotton throw highlighting local
places of interest, including the Maritime Aquarium, Norwalk City
Hall, the Sheffield Island Lighthouse and the Lockwood-Mathews
Mansion Museum!
Thanks to Kiwanis Club of Norwalk
Value: $50

Opening bid: $20 / Additional bids: $10

66. Walnut Victorian Eastlake Wall Mirror
This Walnut Victorian Eastlake wall mirror with gilt & ebony-incised
decoration, circa 1880, will add the perfect decorative accent and a
touch of history to any home or office. Good original condition with
some imperfections and foxed glass. 24.5” wide 47.5” tall
Thanks to the Lockwood-Mathews Mansion Museum
Value: $200
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Opening bid: $500 / Additional bids: $100

Opening bid: $100 / Additional bids: $25
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67. Iconic Photographs of Statuary Beauty
This is a pair of stunning photographs depicting two statues from
the Lockwood-Mathews Mansion Museum’s permanent collection,
Pocahontas and The-Wept-of-Wish-ton-Wish, by renowned American
sculptor Joseph Mozier. Both reflect the fascination with Native
American culture and Early American folklore at the time of
their creation.
Thanks to the Lockwood-Mathews Mansion Museum
Value: $300

Opening bid: $75 / Additional bids: $25

68. Support the Museum’s Education Program
In response to this unprecedented time brought on by the COVID-19
pandemic and the academic challenges that have risen for educators,
the Lockwood-Mathews Mansion Museum has launched a series of
virtual educational programs which are offered free of charge and
accessible within the classroom or by remote learning. Through
these programs, the Mansion continues to be a source of inspiration
and education focused on history, art and technology. Our plan is to
develop more virtual programming that assists teachers and parents
with enhancing their students’ curricula. We need your financial
support to do so, and ask that you give generously.
Open to Multiple Donations: $1,000, $500, $250, $100
69. Restoration of an original Randolph Rogers statue
commissioned by LeGrand Lockwood (Project cost approx.
$20,000-25,000)
The statue of Edwin and Florence Lockwood by Randolph Rogers
is one of the most outstanding items to the Museum and to the
Lockwood family’s legacy. The statue sits on a base designed by
the Herter Brothers. Born in Germany and based out of Brooklyn,
NY, brothers Gustave and Christian Herter were known as one
of the most sought-out cabinetmakers and interior designers in
the U.S. during the late 19th century. Randolph Rogers was an
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American Neoclassical sculptor whose major commissions include
the Columbus Doors at the U.S. Capitol and American Civil War
monuments, and his works are featured in collections such as the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Smithsonian Institution.
Open to Multiple Donations: $1,000, $500, $250, $100
70. A Round of Golf for Four
Enjoy a round of golf for four people with carts during the week
at Stamford’s Sterling Farms Golf Course. The golf courses rolling
terrain guides you through the picturesque farm buildings and
challenging holes, including its difficult par 3’s, which demand
distance, accuracy and good putting to score well. With a variety of
tees to play from, golfers of all skill levels are offered a fair and fun
challenge. Weekdays only. Certificate expires 09/01/2021.
Thanks to Sterling Farms Golf Course, Stamford, CT
Value: $200

Opening bid: $75 / Additional bids: $25

71. Planting Time - Gift Basket and Gift Certificate
This gift basket is filled with fall planting bulbs and some items
you’ll need to get them into the ground. A $50 Gift Certificate for
additional purchases is also included.
Thanks to Copia Home and Garden
Value: $100

Opening bid: $40 / Additional bids: $10

72. Shop at Stew Leonard’s!
Enjoy the many offerings of Stew Leonard’s with this $300
gift certificate!
Thanks to Stew Leonard’s of Norwalk
Value: $300

Opening bid: $100 / Additional bids: $25

